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ABSTRACT.:

Road safety is the ro8sponsibility of atz roOM uasT'S"
methods change S8cunng systems must also keep pace. AB
paps.,. sets out the "'eaSOnB fo1' and methods adapted in This
conducting a serous of toad "f98strtaint tests devised.f07"
seeuroing News P.,.int on Road Vehieles. Eve.,.y ef/on 1.UaS
made to simulate, under> test conditions the actual effects
of violent manoeUV1'e at u.,.ban 1"000 speeds and duroing low
speed l'oZl-overos. The objective of' the secU7'ing system Uk:ts

to contain the load lJithin the confines of the conveying
vehicle dUl'ing the type of incidents specified above.
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HIE NEED FOR

REGULATIO~

I'he road transport industry, has an unfortunate history of a
minority of unsafe operators running ill-maintained vehicles, some of
which are extremely dangerous, These vehicles, when carrying badly
stowed and secured loads, constitute a menace on the highway. Some such
loads ,onstitutel latent risk of havoc particularly if involved in an
accident situation,
Most potentially dangerous cargoes, such as explosives, inflammable
chemicals, are generally carried by responsible operators and
lJ::;u:111y p,lckJqed safely in accordance with organised rules or regulations"
fllCls

CH

However, with solid cargoes most commonly carried on open platform
type vehicles and indeed possibly by the railway system, if security is
insufficient in a crash situation, loads can become missile like projec~iles.
For example, a newsprint reel weighing 650 kgs. travelling at 80 kph"
on the highway, due to its momentum, has its mass amplified in a crash
situation
The impact effect in itself, could be sufficient to crush an
oncoming motor· car - to destroy it, and its occupants completely.
Imagine 35 of these reels let loose simultaneously" Hence the
need for the safest possible equipment and most importantly, the need to
set minimum safety standards by regulation, covering operating practices,
speeds, maximum loadings; and design regulations requiring minimum safe
performance standards applicable to all modes of transport" It is only in
recent years that a "Truck Loading Code": has been published by Transport
Australia in order to educate operators as to their minimum responsibilities"
PROJEC'I AIM

This is set as follows _
~"Io

establish the security of the load restraint system against
inadvertant spillage of reels from vehicles in nozmal highway
operations during low speed lateral roll-over, or in an emergency
stop situation

It was not intended to simulate a serious high speed impact in which
a normal vehicle could not be expected to survive. The aim is to
provide euqipment which will maximize absorption of the kinetic
energy of the load, and to reasonably meet the safety requirements
of the "Truck Loading Code""
PROJECI

LOGISIICS AND PLANNING

preliminary road testing during 1982 found that the use of traditional
lashings by webbing, ropes or chains, was physically adequate but commercially
unacceptable. This early finding was due to the excessive labour time required
to adequately secure the individual reels when stacked on end whether single
or double tiered. Also, because the degree of lashing pressure required to
contain the reels securely, edge crushing occurred unless each reel perimeter
was individually protected"
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It was concluded ther'efore that the only commercially acceptable
vehicle would be a platform complete with a secure gate system, or alternatively
a fully 'enclosed box or container type vehicle. Whichever vehicle is used,
it is known that initial slip of any load within the system must be avoided,
hence payloads must always be stowed "snugly" within the securing system.
A stowed mass once moving requires much greater strength of securing
equipment than does a static mass" Existing side gate and end rack systems
were found to be inadequate for the purpose of safely coritaining the payload
and that a redesign of some key features were highly desirable.
Based on the project objectives, a test programme was developed
which required the acquisition of, equipment, test cargo, special equipment
for handling and safe lifting, a suitable location, and personneL A data
base had to be established - one fundamental factor was determining the
frictional characteristics between typical types of vehicle deck materials,
and various payload materials. Other factors were checking the individual
strengths of lashing materials, and basic equipment such as gates and racks,
webbing and ropes.
The tests required that two comparative types of complete semi trailer
vehicles had to be lifted fully loaded to stand almost on their ends (end tilt)
and sideways (side tilt) in order to demonstrate the combined capability
of the securing system"
We
Government
obtain the
scientists

were fortunately able to obtain the use of vacant Commonwealth
premises with large overhead cranes, at Port Melbourne, and also
co-operation and services of "Australian Road Research Board"
and technicians and their laboratories measuring equipment..

Preliminary testing of equipment took place over a three month
period early in 1983, and the main test programme was completed within a
three week per iad, mid.. 1983.
FINDINGS
A complete report by Or, H" Nolle has been published and a video
film recorded the test series, 'Ihe abridged text of Dr. Nolle's report
forms the major text of this paper"
(see Note 1 ~age 4)
The fundamental recommendations for a secure side gate system are
five fold.
L

A secure diagonally braced front end rack system tied into
the side gates.

2"

Side gates which are anchored to the vehicle side rails
to prevent disengagement"

3"

A top spreader system which prevents the spreading of the
sides with respect of the load, and also provides the
means of supporting encapsulating tarpaulins,

4,

A full perimeter horizontal interlocking "banding"system
between each side gate and the end racks, each securely
tied to each other to restrain the "bursting out" of the
payload in a crash situation ..
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A valuable load securing and weather protection
medium was proved to be the traditional encapsulating
tarpaulin system, lashed by ropes to the vehicle body
around the full perimeters"

The sponsors of the tests, hope that these findings can be
promulgated in the public's interests. and become a valued addition
to the Truck Loading Code" Included therefore is a summary drawing
depicting the chief points that were proven to be significant.
(refet:' included drawing No. 20883/1)

Note 1:
Copies of the full report including the data set out in table form are
available. Anyone wishing a copy should apply in writing to N.W" Willcock,
ammond Palmer Transport, P"O" Box 203, Footscray" Victoria" 3011.
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ABRIDGI:.:D "REPOR'r ON SECURITY OF PAPER REELS ON ROAD VEHICLES FITTED WITH GATES"
11.
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I

H

Mech, E ,

M. Eng" Sc",

Ph,D"
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Despi te Lt history of transport of paper' reels on road vehicles, there
appears to be no precedent
in Australia and, it seems, for that matter
overseas - of full-scale investigations into the security and stability of
semi-trailers fitted with removable steel gates for lateral and fore/aft
security,. The tests were to provide data on the margin of safety of the operations
in relation to inadvertent spills of reels from such vehicles in normal highway
operations, low speed lateral roll-over or during emergency stops or manoeuvres
involving sudden braking or swerve,
The present investigation complements previous full-scale tests and
equipment safety assessments carried out by the writer in 1979 and 1980 for
Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd. This work culminated in the issue of an
in-house safety code to which all APM product carriers adhere" It does not,
however, provide an assessment of trailers fitted with removable gates which
are the subject of this investigation.
This r'eport provides an analysis and engineering assessment of
the results and findings of a series of trailer tilt tests simulating the
effects of acceleration of the vehicle on the road, both in the lateral
and fore/aft directions" Wherever possible, geneneralizations have been
made based on specific results so as to widen the applicability of the
information for future design of gated systems. Where possible or relevant,
results have also been compared with previous data contained in and
requirements of the DC!partment of Transport, Australia, Truck Loading Code"
The work described herein has been brought to its successful
conculsion with the assistance of the principal sponsoring parties to
the project: Australian News Print Mills Ltd. (ANM), Hammond Palmer Transport
(HPT) and A"J. McLeish Pty.,Ltd. (MTS) and their active participation during
the preparation and conduct stages of the tests is gratefully acknowledged"
The strain measurements on the trailer assemblies during testing were
mounted by the Australian Road Research Board.
SCOPE OF INVESIIGATIONS

In view of complexity of the system to be tested - comprising
the payload, gate restraints and trailer deck - the decision was made to
test, as far as possible, full-scale set-ups of the HPT and MTS transports
respectively
Apart from the assessment of the behaviour of fully loaded
decks subjected to forward and lateral tilting (simultating corresponding
acceleration forces encountered in on-the-road conditions), the restraint
of the reels due to friction has been determined and the contributions to
overall safety of the gates, other restraints and the construction of the
trailer deck have been evaluated.
Preceding investigation the objectives of the project were
broadly defined:
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1.

To suggest practical improvements to the HPT and MTS
systems currently in use.

2"

To prove the effectiveness of the security measures as
proposed for transport by road of reels stowed on end"

3"

To compare the level of security of the equipment and
the method of loading (including any improvements)
with that of loads secured in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the above "Truck Loading Code",
when reels are carried on the barrel"

OF THE

INVESTIGATION

AND

CODE REQUIREMENTS

The objective of this investigation is to predict the limits of
safety and hence ensure, through recommendations for safe pract~
that these limits are not exceeded. The dividing lit'!e between "safe"
conditions and "disaster"has been tested empirically on rare occasions only,
and consequently there is very limited driver experience to fall back on
The limits of safety would therefore have to be determined by some other
means"
Code Strength Reguirements of Restraints
The aforementioned Truck Loading Code I 'requires that the load
restraint system must be capable of preventing movement of the load
under three particular conditions., 2 •
(a) Forward deceleration under emergency braking
conditions when the combined restraining forces
must be at least equal to the payload masses
(Le., a force of LO g),
(b) Rearward deceleration when braking during
reversing when the combined restraining forces
must be at least 50% of the payload masses
(Le. 0,,5 g).
(c) Sideways or lateral acceleration when cornering
when the combined restraining forces must be
at least 50% of the payload masses (Le 0,,5 g),
These requirements have been adopted as a reference for assessing
the viability of the two gate restraint system under test,
~:

1.

'Recommended Code of Practice for the Safety of Loads on Road
Vehicles', Commonwealth of Australia, 19B1

2.

The three conditions are quotations taken from the Code where
unfortunately the relationship between force, ma~s and
acceleration has been denoted by 1 g (: 10 m/sec approximately)
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Preamble
Both the HPI' dnd the MTS trailers have been subjected to similar
test sequences.
rhe conditions of testing have been maintained the same
as far as possible, but for practical r'easons some variations in the
construction of the trailer decks and the respective loads of reels
have been unavoidable
However, such variations should not significantly
influence the comparison of the respective performances of the two setups. and, wher'e deemed necessary, the appropriate allowances have been
made in the evaluation of the results ..
Description of HPT Trailer
The test deck is a foreshortened version of a HPT flush deck
trailer of approximately 10 m length,
The deck surface is finished with plywood (unpainted). Each
side of the deck is fitted with four gates constructed of welded 25 nominal
bore steel pipe having three uprights, plywood panels and infill secured to the
flush coaming in three oval sockets to allow a small longitudinal
adjustment of the gate" The sockets are provided with locking screws
which, however, were not applied in the tests.
The front and rear gates are constructed of heavy steel pipe
(50 NB) and (40 NB) respectively, reinforced by three horizontal
bolsters to provide additional strength and stiffness. Each gate is
located in four sockets in the coaming" To provide circumferential
continuity of restraint and bending resistance, all gates are linked
by a set of special links along their tops and by steel pin connections
at the four corners (similar to those for the MTS trailer .. ) The latter
(at the front end only) have been reinforced by steel braces welded
diagonally to the first side gates.
preceding the tests it had been HPT practice to apply a webbing
strap around the front gate and tie this down diagonally on the sides
in lieu of the steel pin and brace which are prototype additions,
This alternative method of restraint has been assessed separately"
To support the tarpaulin placed over the top of the load, and
to add to overall st,!'llctural integrity. a steel hoop is fitted over
each pair of side gates. These are removable and are fitted into
special attaclunent points in the top member of the side gate"
It has further been
webbing straps over the top
under the tarpaulin
These
by me,Jns of spcci~l l..lHckles

HPT practice to apply a crossed pair of
of each hoop and side gate but placed
straps are pulled down on the tie-rails
sewn into the straps
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~he MIS test deck is of 9 m length, has a raised coaming all round
is provided with a plywood floor finished with antislip paint similar
the surface applied. to MTS steel decks"

The gate and hoop arrangement is in concept similar to that of the
system except for variations in the construction of the gates and the
and sizes of their steel members"
Front and rear racks have four uprights of 32 NB steel pipe and
cross bolsters of 20 NB pipe. The horizontal tension flat is 50 x 8"
gates have an outer frame of 20 NB heavy steel pipe and seven
of 15 NB steel pipe. Bottom rail is 50 x 25 x 3.2 wall thickness
tube
Front diagonal brace 50 x 8 flat two horizontal intermediate
bolsters of 40 x 5 flat, pocket spades of 45 x 10 flat with bottom bayonets.
The spades of the side gates fit into rectangular slots cut into
coaming" The spades have on their ends a welded projection (facing
so as to engage under the slot and secure the gate against
accidental lift out"

All r"eels of paper used in these tests were standard units of
manufactured by "ANM". These reels are fully wrapped and are

in a range of widths and diameters. In the present tests two
sizes of reels were supplied, their respective dimensions being:
Reel Diameter
900 mm

1060

nun

Reel Width
850 mm
8~O mm

Weight
331 kg
463 kg

Used on HPT system
Used on MTS system

The weights and dimensions are averages and nominal values
resc,ec,tlve
there being some variation between most reels in each

rhe test pro~ram comprised the following range of investigations:
la)

MeaSUl"ement of sur'face friction"

Ih)

la teral pUll tests on gates

le)

Lateral tilt tests"

Id)

Forward tilt tests

le)

Rearward restraint test.
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The tests were performed late in May 1983" All testing was conducted
under cool atmospheric conditions and in air of average humidity,
Method of Iestiny
All above tests except (b) were carried out using the tilting
method whereby horizontal inertial forces arising out of horizontal
accelerations of the vehicle on the road are simulated by tilting the
deck, The gravity forces due to the weight of the reels then provide
the sideways thrust on whatever restraints have been applied" It is
a quasi-static method which does not account for a number of aggravating
on·~the-road condi tions and therefore provides a less severe test than
the real circumstances would demand. On the other hand, when friction
resistance against slide of the reels is involved, th~ tilt test
produces a slightly more conservative result in terms of equivalent
g-level (that is acceleration level) to which the tilt refers. That
is to say when the tilt angle is converted to g-level by simply taking
the sine of the angle the result (in g's) is somewhat less than the
exact solution, especially at large angles of tilt.. These two effects
therefore counteract and the tilt should provide a fair experimental
approach to establishing both lateral and fore/aft security"
Ihe load configuration chosen in the final four (full load) tilt
tests is based on a triangular pitch close-packed array which is the
normal arrangement for road transport of ANM product,
Reels are stowed
hard up against the raised coaming or, in its absence, bearing against
the bottom rails of the gates. As the two-high configuration of narrow
reels on end places a more severe demand on the restraints than a one-.
high load of wide reels, the former alternative was selected for the
tests
l'iltintJ of the test decks was effected by means of a 50 ton
overhead crane, the tilt generally proceeding in short steps to give
time fo~,making checks and observations and to ensure safety to test
personnel.
Angles of tilt were recorded by means of a liquid level gauge
affixed to the deck, Forces and strains mentioned in this report were
measured by calibrated force links and resistance strain gauges
respectively,
Schedule of Tests
A schedule of all tests with the exception of the surface friction
rneasuJ::'ements is shown in Appendix 2. Table 3 L provides further detailed
information on the load and test conditions and observations on movements
of the load dUJ::'ing tilt,
The computed results of the friction tests are given in Table 1
where for purposes of comparison other related test data are also included"
l,

Refer Note l, Page 4 for details of how to obtain full report"
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Experimental

D~~.~

Surface Friction
Static friction coefficients for various surface combinations are
given in rable 1 of the full report..
(See note I Page 4 )

Ihe linearized bending strain on the HPT front and rear gates
subjected to horizontal pull is shown in Fig, 1. Results are given for
the inner and outer pipes at points of maximum stress (just above deck
level)
The force required to stress the smaller 40 NB diameter peg of
the front gate to yield point is shown on the graph,
The results apply
to steel Grade 250 having a yield stress of 250 MPa and ultimate tensile
strength of 420 MPa ..
Strain in Side Gates Under Lateral Load
The bending strains (and hence stresses) in the HPr side gates
measuI'ed during Tests 10 and 11 are shown in Fig. 2,. The strain
measurements referred to points on the vertical pipes just above the
spade., Load conditions and details relating to security measures
for tests la and 11 are given in Table 3. of the full report.
Onset of Slide and Maximum Tilt Angles
Tilt angles at onset of slide of the reels and angles at
termination of test are summarized in Appendix 11.. This table gives also
the calculated equivalent acceleration levels. As the restraint
systems were not tested to failur~ the terminal tilt angles are not
known and their estimates would have to be based on observed
performance of the system
From the measurements the following averaged values have been
calculated for the angle at which lateral slide first commences:

Onset of Lateral Slide
Tilt Angle
g-Level

Condition of load
Unr'estrained

19

Restrained by gates, tax'paulin

22

0

0

0 32
0, 38

rhe difference between the two values is small. indicating only
a marginal effect on the onset of slide of applying the tarpaulin (and
the webbing, in the case of the HPT system).
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Force In Webbing and Steel Brace On Front Gate
In the forward tilt Tests 6 and 14 the efficacy of webbing
strapped around the front gate was tested"
Apart from webbing no
other' restraint was applied
Both MTS and APT gates were thus
examined and compared with the corresponding results when the webbing
is replaced by steel (Tests 5 and 13). The results are summarized
below:

Tensile Force in Webbing
or Brace
(kg/tonne of reels)

Restrai nt

Gate

Tilt
Angle

Webbing a t 45 0
to horizo ntal

MTS
HPT

50°
45°

40
26

Steel bra ce at 30°
to horizo ntal

MTS
HPT

50°
45°

214
134

I

When the webbing is applied it is also pre-tensioned so that the
total force in the strap is the sum of the value shown in the above
table plus the pre-load which is estimated to have been close to 250 kg,
I'wo significant points are noted from a comparison of the figures:
L

2

That the load carried by the brace/webbing on the HPT
gate is only about one-half of that for the MTS gate.
The reasons for this are firstly the relatively
stiffer HP1 gate construction which would carry at
larger portion of the total load; and, secondly, a
diminishing thrust against the front gate exerted by
the reels further back in the load (Table 3 shows the
respective load configurations on the two different
test set-ups),
rhe webbing, due to its much lower stiffness, Supports
only about 20't, of the load carried by the steel brace,
I his means of course that the r'cmaining 80% is
tr:tnsfet"red to the gate sockets.

Further strain measurements on the gate bt'aces have provided figures
for forward thrust on the front gate at different tilt angles"
These data
have been tabulated below anq may be interpreted as total horizontal force
acting on the gate at the point 1275 nun above the trailer deck" The
values shown apply to trailers secured by the restrains listed in the
test schedule, 1able 3, full reports for Tests 15 and 16 respectively.
The observed difference in the thrust for the HPT and MTS trailers
respectively is ascribed to variations in the frictional properties, the
presence in one case of a raised coaming, different deformation patterns
of the side gates and different diameter and number of t:'eels in the
respective loads" For design purposes the higher of the two respective
figures shown in the table should be used"
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Thrust
(kg/tonne of payload)
Tilt Angle

30°

40°

50°

60°

g-Level

0 .. 50

0,64

0,,77

0,87

40

130
54

160
110

225
165

HPT
MTS

IQ

The following comments and design pointers describe the observed
cb'>rJ'o"m'3nce and x'ole played by the various components making up the
system,
Floor
The main role of the floor in context is to provide a slipsurface" In this regard the MTS deck which is finished with
pairtshowed a significant improvement over the untreated
deck of the HPT trailer
The benefits of high friction on the floor may be limited in the
of multiple interfaces, e"g .. where reels are stowed two-high
a steel disc is interposed between the bottom reel and the
In such cases slip will occur' at the face where there is
friction,
rhus the MTS system will be only as good as the
of paper on the iroFl' sheet, and there would be li ttle
in treating the floor unless the latter is known to be more
than the sheet steel when in theunpainted condition, The
combination in fact produced such a result, namely a
coefficient of only 0,,32 which was the lowest recorded in
Notwithstanding the above, the results represent quite
frictional conditions which ace important to the control of
slide, As a guideline for design purposes a friction
)SOerti"i"nt of 0.4 and greater constitutes entirely satisfactory
If ft'ietion drops below 0,.3 the beneficial effects of
the floor are rapidly lost and have to be compensated
means of restraint. Friction forces have'the further
of being able to dissipate energy when slide commences
e"t"e,nely important aspect in considerations relating to load
and control of load movements generally" Thus friction
is not always x'eplaceable by simple alternative means"
it is usually more economical to upgrade the safety rating
by adding friction than by alternative methods and it
makes good sense -- both technically and economically __
'.'~:loj'e and apply all possible options in respect of antislip
as a first step ~owards greater safety of the equipment.

'r"s,m,,,
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Coaminy
The raised coaming has
load security ut deck level.
almost entirely r'estrained by
loads of wide reels, say 1700
restraint is provided at deck

confirmed its important role in providing
In two-high loads the lower reels are
the coaming, and in the case of one-high
mm wide, at least 50% of the lateral
level"

[0 Ill' effectiv(~ and reliable the coaminq should be not less than
25 mm hiyh
In the absence of this facility the bottom rails of the
gates have to take over, which places additional strain on the gate
system whos<J more important role is to provide security of load at
!li'-lher levuls.
The severity of lateral pr'essures on the gate under
thes!] conditions is where a reel plastically deformed the steel bar
:wd nearly burst through the plywood panel above.

side Gates
Ihe side gates can provide adequate restraint only when linked
together near the top so as to form a circumferentially continuous
burtier to horizontal thrust.
Both the HP'I and MT5 gates are
fabrications of relatively light section steel pipe which has ample
tensile strength but very limited resistance to bending,
Thus
permanent distortion and deformation of individual member of the
gate or the gate as a whole can easily occur.
The lateral pull test
on ~ fully secured side gate has demonstrated that a force as small
as 550 kg (lest 1) applied to the main frame can bring the gate to a
state of permanent deformation.
But this need not necessarily be
inter-pretcd as a condition of failure of the gate in the context of
a safety assessment.
In case of a collision or roll-over on the
road, the gates will certainly suffer gross deformation, but this
neGIJ !lut nGccssar ily be interpreted as failure per se of the load
restr'aining system as long as the structur'al continuity of the gate
system is preserved" This continuity in the present designs depend on:
(0.)

the top links bet......een adjacent side gates,

(b)

the pinned connections at the corners, and

(c)

the security of the spades in the sockets,

and further comment on these is made below"
In the free condition, that is with the top links and hoop removed
the side gates have virtually no resistance to lateral bending forces,
such resistance depending entil:'ely on the three spades which are capable
only of rcsistinq shear and tension (pull out),
So the viability of the
side g,]te is absolutely dependent on the support coming from the top links,
Under: lateral tilt conditions the bending stress in the side gates
varies with position of the gate along the length of the trailer ..
Stresses are highest at mid-length and reduce gradually to......a rds the
front3nd re3r
Fig 2, which applies to specific points on a four-
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yate ar!"any~ment, probably is typical of the general stress pattern for
corresponding points on successive gates" The result confirms not only
the presence of larger lateral loads near mid-length (due to tilting
and the gen~['ally greater instability of reels) but also the relatively
greater prospects of failure of the system at mid-length. In general,
the greater the number of side gates the less the support coming from
the end gates; correspondingly the longitudinal catenary and hence the
bending stresses increase. Restraint failure under such circumstances
should it occur -- would most likely involve instability of the
centr'ally placed upper reels which would slide into the catenary and
eventually cause vehicle roll-over"
The comparison 1ests 3 and 4 for the MTS trailer were included
with the notion that the tests would reveal shortcomings, if any,
peculiar to the construction of the MTS gates currently in use, The
design of these gates (designated for identification purposes by "old"
versus the specially prepared set of gates labelled as "new") shows
differences in the construction of the top link and the bottom rail
and some other details of lesser significance.. The inclusion of one
such gate in the otherwise "new" set did not reveal any observable
special effects up to a tilt angle of 29 0 at which point the test was
terminated" Following the conclusion of all subsequent tests and data
evaluation, it may now be said that the comparison was inclusive for
two reasons, namely (1) insufficient applied load (only 4600 kg), and
(2) insufficient tilt angle" For example, failure of the top link,
should it have occurred, would have been sudden and comes without
much prior warning" Up to this point of failure the behaviour of
the system would expectedly be similar to both tests" No further
conclusions may be drawn from the performance of one gate that apply
to the system as a whole, It is possible, however, to assess the
'old" gate design and for that matter also the "old" gate system in
the light of the results and conclusions drawn from the other tests
in this proyram,
fhe 111'1 qate revealed one potential structural weakness in the
.J.rranqclIll'nt ( ) f the plywood panels,
It was found that under certain
conditions, when a reel is placed centrally opposite such a panel,
there is a siqnificant likelihood for the panel to fracture and the
reel to hurst through,
Recommendations in this regard for some changes
in the (h..'!:;ilJll huve been made below"

r

ront

M1S

and

Rear Gates

Gates

'1he construction of the gates appeared adequate, though note
should be taken of the fact that the gate performance was tested only
on a deck provided with Cl r'aised coaming
As already pointed out,
the bending resistance of the gates without lateral support at the
top is insignificant.. 'Ihe real strength of the gate is derived from
the bracing on both sides which limits the stresses and controls forward tilt of the gate in case of a slide forward of the entire load"
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When the gate is supported by the steel brace, the stress
measurements for forward tilt showed good stress distribution in the
pipes, stx'ess being held within acceptable levels relative to the
yield stress of the materiaL As front and rear gates are constructed
identically, except for the horizontal tie added in the front, the
('esults obtained from forward tilt may be applied also to the rear
gate whose security level is stipulated at only 0,,5 g versus LO g
for the front gate"
HPI Gates
Ilk' frUllt (Jate of heavier construction was found by forward tilt
test to fully satisfy strength requirements when-braced by the steel
braces on both sides. Moreover, the results suggest that some economy
in the sL~L'l, <.IllU 1lL'llce weight, might Le achieved by reducing the size
of some of the structural members without compromising strength and
safety rL'yui,t:'(~ments; but this aspect would involve a separate design
investigation Clnd falls outside the scope of this report.
Ihe socket and peg construction as tested featured a smaller
diameter peg (pipe) inserted in the end of the main frame vertical
members, The step-down in diameter at the most highly stressed zone
of the main frame constitutes a weak link in the structural design
which may be overcome by enlarging the sockets to the size of the main
frame verticals,
No weight penalty would be involved but the pipe
bending stress would thereby be reduced by some 40%,
Steel Brace
The brace on the front gate constitutes the key indispensible
support member for forward security" Its effectiveness depends on
structural continuity and safe anchorage. The prototype design used
in these tests showed adequate strength capacity to an equivalent
acceleration of 0,,88 g, securing a payload of 17,,9 tonnes, Without
the brace the gate would have collapsed at less than 0 .. 5 g (30 0 tilt
angle) by simply bending over at the pegs"
'Ihe prototype brace features what are probably the best dimensions
for the class of payload under investigation. These include the height
of the pin connection above deck level which should be maintained at
0
1250 mm and a slope of 30 with respect to horizontal for the braces
on both sides" The clearance between the welded bosses of
the pin joints as also the clearance of the pin hole should be kept to
a minimum,
of crucial importance to forward security of the load is the
fixation of the anchor points of the braces to the trailer frame"
The reliability of this fixation depends to a large extent on the
locking arrangement provided on the spades of the side gates in their
sockets
The natural tendency for the side gates to be pulled up at
the rear spade was repeatedly observed in the forward tilt tests
and would be even more pronounced under on-the-road conditions.
Ihis matter is elaborated on below"
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Generalizing the strain measurements, such as are available, the
str'ess in the link during forward tilt was found to be approximately 60%
of that developed during lateral tilt given the same tilt angle and
payload.. rhis percent figure is expected to rise as forward movement
of the reels and telescoping of the load progress. The inference drawn
is that the side gates play an important role in forward security when
the inertial forces from the load have both longitudinal and lateral
components,
(In this case the lateral thrust arises from the triangular
pitch of the :.trt,.ly of reels and would not be present had the reels been
stowed in <l square pi tch array,,) It is moreover quite possible under
the cir'cumstances that failure of the restraints -- should it occur
in a forward collision of the vehicle on the road could result from
the collapse of the side gates and not the front gate.
At vu' lurWdnl LiltaIllj'le the lillbj were found to be strained to
:.tbout 50 of yield stress which confirms the adequacy of the link
cross-section, and the viability of the pr'ototype link design generally.
Apart from strcnyth consider'atians, the efficacy of the link is
dependent on its ability to fix the gap between adjacent gates.. It is
necessary, therefore, that links and their supporting fittings are
manufactur'ed precisely, and that their assemblies have the correct
tolerances and can be inter'changed. This applies in particular to
the positioning of the welded stop on the link which engages with the
cleat" The prototype design, such as was tested, could further be
improved if designed to link the gates in a symmetrical fashion with
respect to the gate thickness,
'The above ties form only one part of a horizontal steel "belt"
along the tops of all gates. This belt provides the major structural
member for security of the load and includes part of the gates, the
pin joints at the four corners, and any other hot;izontal reinforcing
mernbe~rs placed at the height of the belt" The criterion for correct
positioning of the members making up the belt is explained with
reference to a rope that is stretched tightly around the perimeter of
the gates
Such a rope -- which can resist tension only __ represents
the centre line for the steel to follow. On this basis it is seen
that several improvements in the existing MTS and HPT designs are
possible
For example, in the former case the upper horizontal
cross-ties of the side gates, the Corner joints and the top ties
should ideally be located at the same leveL The same may be said
about the HPI design; also, the plywood panels require the addition
of a steel backing strip placed across the full width of the side gate,
such strip providing also the back-up against possible panel fracture
mentioned elsewhere"

Both the MTS and HPT hoop designs proved adequate and effective.
The hoops are highly stressed members which may be bent (widened) under
extreme load conditions
The hoops proved effective in transmitting
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(a)

The entire load may spread out or slide back which
creates a major hazard condition with regard to
forward safety.

(b)

Rear unsecured reels may slide back and suffer damage"

(c)

Upper rear reels may become unstable and topple
compromising lateral security"

Such undesired movements may occur as early as 22° lateral tilt,
equivalent to 0,,37 g acceleration, and were witnessed in Test 15"
A possible design for strapping the rear reels to ensure a tight
load configuration during transport was tested
The restraint remained
0
effectlve to the end of the test, that is 45 or 0 .. 71 9 acceleration,
though tested under partial load only" The measured forces in the
webbing suggest that the design would have adequate strength under
full load conditions providing under the circumstances sufficient
security against excessive movement of load" The webbing is still
backed up by the rear gate which retains its role as the primary
restraint. At this stage the tests have demonstrated the desirability
of securing the rear of the load against possible movements and, second,
the viability of a simple strapping device which fulfils the desired
function of a secondary restraint" Strapping is not the only solution
and practical alternatives clearly exist"

There is no simple formula for de terming the largest acceptable
clearance between the rear reel and the gate before positive restraint
against movement is indicated.. On the basis of the test results and
further considerations relating to the capacity of the rear gate to
absorb the kinetic energy of the sliding reels, it is suggested that
the reels need to be secured in cases where the clearance exceeds 300 mm"

*

*

*

CONCLUSIONS
concerning Surface Friction
(1)

The frictional characte.r'istics of the HPT and MTS
systems tested were found to be satisfactory.

(2)

rhe frictional characteristics of the MM reels
stowed on end"are satisfactory and comparable with
those of a range of different paper products
investigated previously (ref., Table 1),

(3)

1heonset of slide of reels in the lateral direction
occurred at a tilt angle of 22 0 (average) or equivalent
2
acceleration of 0,,37 9 (3 .. 7 m/5 ),

(4)

'rhe onset of slide (and slide) is controlled by the
surface combination having the lowest coefficient of
friction; this was found to be between steel disk and
untreated wooden floor (HP! system),
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(5)

There is a distinct incentive (both in the economic and
technical senses) to upgrade the safety rating of the
trailer' by anti-slip surface treatment, Quite generally,
surface combinations having a static coefficient of
friction less than 0.30 indicate a need for treatment
and should be avoided"

concerniny System Lateral Security
(6)

Both the liP'!' and MTS simulated trailers under full load
conditions were proved secure when tested to the tilt
angles shown below. The systems therefore have
satisfied Code requirements,
Total
Load
(kg)

(kg/m)

Lateral
Tilt
Angle

200
13,900

1940
1640

500
0
51

HPI 119,

M'IS

Longitudinal
Load Density

Equivalent
Acceleration
(gls)
0,.77
0,,78

Code
Requirement
(g's)
0.50
0.50

(7)

'Ihe proven margin of security above 0.50 g, as indicated
in (6), suggests that full length trailers to 12,,5 m
overall length and fitted with the "new" MTS and HPT gates,
should also be able to meet the Code requirement"

(8)

'Ihe use of more than five gates on each side of a trailer
is to be avoided. An increasing number of gates is likely
to downgrade system security.

(9)

10 ensure latera~' stability loads with a rearmost reel
(or pairs of reels) separated from the rear gate by more
than 300 mm must be secured by secondary restraints"

(10)

Provision and use of a device positively locking the hoop
to the gate was found to be desirable, but not essential.

(11)

'Iesting of a single "old" MTS gate implanted in the "new"
gate system did not provide a satifactory data base for
predicting the performance of the "old" system in toto"

ConccrnillY Sy£tem Forward Security
(12)

In the presence of friction forces, the first 0.5 g of
the 1.. 0 9 Code requirement for forward security places
comparatively small demands on the gate system; but the
second 0,,5 g represents a severe test of structural
intC'yrity. Predictions, therefore, of security at
higher g-levels, outside the test range, must be made
with caution and with due regard to possible load
instabilities under extreme conditions,

(13)

The fully loaded HPT and MTS simulated trailers were
proved secure when tested to the tilt angles shown below"
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Total
Load
(kg)

-

HPT
MTS

Longitudinal
Load Density
(kg/m)

Forward
Tilt
Angle

1800
1620

62°
61°

17,900
13,900

Equivalent
Acceleration
(g's)

Code
Requirement
(gls)

0,,88
0.87

1..0
1.0

For practical reasons the Code loading requirement to 1.. 0 g
cannot be simulated by tilt test"
However, the evidence of
this investigation suggests that both test trailers should
have been able to satisfy the Code"
(14)

Forward security of a full length trailer, fully loaded to
21 tonnes and secured by the respective- "new" gate systems,
is conditional upon:
(a)

satisfactory load stability at 1..0 g, and

(b)

adequate ultimate breaking strength of the
restraints.

The results of this investigation indicate that both
restraint systems should satisfy condition Cb),
(Note,
however, Recommendations below,,) The results of this
investigation cannot be extrapolated to provide an
unequivocal answer to (a).
In particular, the shortfall
in payload on the MTS test trailer (13.9 tonnes vs" 21..0
tonnes, say, on a full length deck) indicates that the
test conditions stopped short at less than 65% of 1,,0 9
equivalent. Under the circumstances, any conclusion drawn
with regard to performance to 1.0 9 must be based on
probability. Accordingly, the likelihood of compliance
with the Code requirement of full length trailers is
confirmed with a certainty of 90% for HPT and a certainty
of 75% for MTS,
(15)

The steel bracing of the front gate, and a guaranteed anchorage for the brace at the rear spade of the side gate are
mandatory for forward security. Likewise anchorage for
other side gates is recommended,

(16)

Due to lateral "squeezing" action of the reels in forward
slide load security under forward deceleration of the
vehicle depends critically on the strength of the side
gates

Concernin(] System Rearward Security
(17)

Ihe reBults have confirmed that the HPT and M'IS gate
systems, as tested, would satisfy Code rearward security
requirements of full length trailers

(18)

Ihe requirement of conclusion (9) applies also in respect
of rearward security ..
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(I9)

A raised coaming (minimum 25 nun) on the trailer deck is
highly beneficial to forward and lateral security and
its provisions is recommended.

(20)

rhe chain of top links and pinned joints linking the top
perimeter of the gates is an essential feature of the
gate system. The links/joints should be designed to have
a breaking strength in tension not less than 8000 kg force.,

(21)

A webbing brace on the front gate is of limited benefit
and its use is not l'econunended.,

(22)

rhe crossed webbing straps over the hoops (HPT system only)
are beneficial and their use is recommended.

(23)

The HPT and MTS hoops were found to be effective and
essential to forward and lateral security

(24)

A tight tarpaulin contributes as a means of controlling
(limiting) movements of the load, in particular in the
lateral direction; however, the non-destructive nature
of the tests precluded demonstration of the value of
the tarpaulin as an anti-slip device for the load ..
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APPENDIX 11
Acceleration levels CorrcspondilHJ lo
Onset of Slide and Maximum Tilt

Test
No.

'Ii It TIngle
'Irailer

Tilt

Load

t10de

(kg)

ot
first
-:~ip_

1

Mrs

2

lateral

" *

5

forward

6
'7
8

'51
lCBlcd

to

nt
first

_ _--- _~UP

tested
to

..

horiz ,. force

3
4

Eguivalent
l\ccclcraUon

rearward
HPT

11 ,600

21°

2'1. 5"

o.

4,600

18"

29"

0 31

0 48

4,600

19"

7.<)0

0 33

O. 48

5,600

2'7°

55 .. 5°

0 45

0 82

5,600

29"

50"

o.

0 ..

5,600

28"

45"

0 4'7

36

48

o.

41

n

O. 71

horiz" force

9
10

lateral

11
12
13

forward

14

6,000

18"

28. 5"

0 31

O. 48

6,000

17"

30"

0 29

0 50

6,000

18"

30"

0 31

0 50

9,300

18"

45"

0 31

0 '71

9,300

20"

45"

0 34

0 71

15

MTS

lateral

13,900

22"

51"

O. 3'7

0 .. 78

16

8PT

forward

17,900

25"

62"

O. 42

O. 88

lateral

19,200

23"

50"

O. 39

0 ,'77

MTS

forward

13,900

23"

61"

0 39

0 8'7

1'7
18

* With "old" MTS gate fitted,
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